Job

Application Support

Job Title:
Job Code:
Salary

Group
Non-Clerical (Professional)
Exempt

Status:
W.C. Code:
SIC Code:
Prepared

Approved By:
Date:
technical
the implementation,
to
applications.

",..T,,,..,..,,,,

ESSENTIAL, DUTIES

familiar with
specific nrr.,...",,,

and support business
of software, user training,

RESPONSIBILITIES include

following. Other duties

and the operation
application components
by county departments.

perform the

Be knowledgeable in application functions and be capable of troubling shooting departmental
procedures to
users are
best practices in managing information
Utilize

support

and

to successfully

problems.

Resolving issues related to functional and technical product capabilities
the user is utilizing appropriate processing procedures.
Works with users in identifying specific
records to
data

data integrity and

training to users in procedures and workflow processes to

Runs stand,lrdlZe reports to provide information to users
information
DUTIES:

user knowledge, and

technical

1"'r.'·l'Ar'h

data

proper utilization of the

and to validate the

Attends
applications.

on systems

Works with user departments and teams to learn the
specific functional areas.
Works with the technical
with the

capabilities of

features

software to

processes

procedures

within the

with

and be

processes

Reads manuals, documentation, and state reporting requirements to be familiar with
purposes
flmctions.
Pf'?''''''''

trouble

rpr,{Yr"t"

users and

Helps identify technical problems
technical nplr"",n

with the users in editing and correcting data.
them to management for

to

QUALIFICA TIONS:
perform this
successfully, an individual must
able to perform
essential
satisfactorily.
requirements
below are representative of
knowledge,
and/or
ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be
to
individuals with
to perfOlm
essential functions. Any employee who drives a
on official
must have a
record which meets standards set by Nueces
and the
May be
to
driving to drive a county
EDUCATION
Bachelor's degree from a four-year
and one

or university in
providing

science, business, or
support, networking, or

Associate's
with a minimum of 18 hours in computer
experience in providing
support to user departments, or

networking, and 3-years of
related
related

education, or training

the

SKILLS:
Ability to read, analyze, and
documentation, technical
state
requirements.
to respond to common inquiries
the technical
and team
in
project
present
a
and concise format. Ability to develop and write documentation,
workflow procedures
users and technical staff.

or

SKILLS:

Ability to
with mathematical
and proportions, to analyze

such a basic
or data to improve

fractions,
accuracy.

nt>,el't>nt"

ratios,

REASONING ABILITY:

OTHER

AND ABILITIES:

concepts, use
concepts.
working
principles, understanding of

database
generation
problems.
employees.
relationships,

programmmg
effective

PHYSICAL DEMANDS:

The physical demands described
employee to successfully perform
be
to

an
to perform

While
the duties of
job, it requires the abil
occasionally, visual perception,
and hearing, hand
ability
to operate a
and office
walking,
bending,
crouching,
balancing,
motion, and squatting to perform

WORK ENVIRONMENT:

The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee
encounters
performing the
duties of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be
made to
individuals with
to perform
functions.
work
is occasionally PV,(\,,,,,,,

to moderately
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